




‘For four bullets into a tree in Iraq, they could  fix this entire place.’ 

– Jack Niedenthal



 prologue

in the movies, a man

  emerges from dead sand,
  dirt on his old sleeve.
  is all dirt, ash and all ash, dust?

 always behind
 scorched mountains
    disappear in thin air
 and always ahead
 a town 
 where the houses are made of   
    cardboard
 and always above
 a hooked bird suspended on dust,
    breeze swinging, 
          before fading out of frame.
  

 



DEAD WATER

the man

from a relentless edge
in between

unquenchable thirsts.



more than probable,
during the Ninth Century,

the Chinese nurtured

ancient explosives
firing burning rats

at the enemy.

and what they discovered was
reinvented by



Nobel
that Swede who bequeathed 
great fortunes of peace

owner of BOFORS

the inventor of Dynamite
then              Gelignite
then              Ballistite

And as the imported Chinese blow and dig 
themselves through the Sierra Nevada 
Mountains, George Peppard drives his bayonet 
through Russ Tamblin, laying waste to the compass

Baker II - February 2nd 1951

the exporter of NG,
teaching how to harness 
 instability from afar.

then  TGN
the one and the same 
alleviating his incendaried heart

the one and only, one and the same
silent executor of the 
Central Pacific Railroad 
and the Glycerine Dream.



at thirteen years old
Akira Kurosawa

is compelled to view

the dead and dying
of a great earthquake

wondering who will yell cut.



Able - January 27th 1951



interlude

 
   is this the same old
   man from the frontier
   who has lost his horse?

he has walked vast wastelands only to find the well poisoned
 how does he know? has he been here before?
 do you discover or invent the enemy?

dead water has been unrealed
but in dead skies
we can still hear the silences from it.

 a baker, a bar, churches,
        countless churches.
 the town clock distracts at 8:15 and 11:02

 and somewhere upfront, joker
  teaches the boys to sing of war
  M-I-C-K-E-Y--M-O-U-S-E
  he mimics Morrison’s movements
            or was it Wayne’s?



in Kurosawa’a dead air,
the dying whispered, ‘shoot me.’
sounding just like Donald Duck



Annie - March 17th 1952



Reagan’s was High Noon
Thought he was Gary Cooper,

a strong and silent type.

And at six years old
the new president watches

Bedtime for Bonzo

while Truman watches his test
in the Nevada Desert.



Little Feller II - July 7th 1962

J Oppenheimer
leader of Los Alamos

seeking good and doing what?



 
 vacationing in the Marshall Islands,
  where the same light rattles time,
  and the cardboard huts cannot protect from the heat.

 taking heaps of ignited images
  of when the circus came to town,
  of children playing cowboys and indians,
  and the cowboys say, ‘come now, we’ve been expected.’
  and the indians sigh, ‘oh mama! we are not the fortunate ones.’

 and finally,
 unfolding deckchairs upon clouds
  from where the sea looks fertile and full
  but you can see the toads in the bottom of wells

all the while Yukawa selected his souvenirs.

but both of you now, 
stifled in dead air 

inside a town of dry bones



Ruth - March 31st 1953



twenty-one years south-east, before succumbing to the toilet, Clint Reno dies 
in some Texas graveyard. the same year, he performs his first set in Las Vegas 
but it was his nineteen-seventy comeback that is reenacted countless times 

over.

And according to his own account, the new president sees the comeback for 
himself and for that lone reason, he posthumously awards him the 

Medal of Freedom.

Overweight and Sweating, he is forgetting the words to Suspicious Minds. 
And somewhere North-West Eisenhower, is testing his renovations.



epilogue

the man wonders,

is this the same decayed hole behind the mountain
or inbetween?

is this the same light that sucks fire from the dust 
and where people

   plant atoms in the ash?

 two times ticking in one clock
 and his missing horse somewhere
   unbroken, galloping wild.

the man from the movie,
seeking good but doing what?



and magnificent sevens
and seven samurai

fight amongst themselves

as the credits role.

does he know that he is dead?
does the actor playing a role know that he is dead?

“time, space
neither life nor death is the answer.”

in a movie, a man
     aimed at the enemy
     eternal



bikini cowboy began as a series of collages consisting 
of contemporary google map imagery of atomic test 
sites in the U.S.A overlaid with title cards of western 
movies released the same year 

using the cliche of the cowboy from these films, as well 
as historical events within the story of eighteenth 
century american progression, bikini cowboy attempts 
to trace the entangled histories and influence which 
remain active in political and cultural dynamics.
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